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Much learnt from Sheep Genetics Role

From the GM

Hamish Bielski

In April we say goodbye to Hamish and
Amy Bielski after seven years at Mount
Linton. We have been very fortunate
to have had someone with Hamish’s
talent and passion to take our sheep
genetics programme to the next level.
We will miss their input and especially
the entertainment value of Hamish’s
robust debate with his brother at our
monthly manager’s meeting! We wish
them all the best for the future, I’m sure
we will be seeing plenty of them as
they will be just down the road and will
be needing some top sheep genetics.
We welcome Dave and Rebecca
Warburton to the Sheep Genetics
Manager role. Dave who is currently
a vet in Hunterville came down in
December to run the AI programme
for our Angus herd and asked lots of
questions. Again we are very fortunate
to have attracted someone with Dave’s
experience and skill set and we very
much look forward to having Dave and
Rebecca as part of the team. Dave and
I will be on the road again this winter
and will endeavour to catch up with as
many of you as possible.
We are having our summer in March
this year, long may it continue and
makes us all realise why we live in this
magnificent part of the world.

As my family and I head off in a couple of weeks to
become equity managers on a 300ha property in South
Otago, we take with us the privilege of having been a
very small part of Mount Linton’s history. It has been an
incredibly enjoyable time and needless to say genetics is
an avenue that combines the very practical with the very
scientific and I have loved every minute of it.
The past seven years at Mount Linton would have to rate
as the most stimulating in my career to date. There has
been a tremendous amount of learning about genetics
and how they can deliver higher profits with less input.
Observing and learning from the trials run on the Station
such as ewe hogget lambing, lamb growth rates, and
drenching or not pre-weaning, have shown how feeding
and management ensures we reach the potential of our
genetics. We certainly haven’t hit the optimum yet, but
the program is heading in the right direction. Here are
some key observations I have learnt:
The SIL recording system works extremely well and I will
not be using genetics in my own operation that aren’t
making fast progress in genetic gains. The cost is too
high and gets bigger as time goes on in replacement
stock. Breeders must be able to give you independent
analysis (genetic trend graphs) showing their direction.
SIL doesn’t know how many drenches are given, or
whether your stock are run under pressure or not.
This is a dilemma as genetics can express themselves
differently in different environments. So it is crucial you
understand your breeders views and philosophies, to
give you confidence the genetics will perform for you.
The new hill country Central Progeny Tests (CPTs) and
the new bigger entity that Beef and Lamb is creating
should go a long way to addressing these constitution
issues. Again, the definition of efficiency for me is, is
the weight of produce weaned/by weight of dam at
weaning, multiplied by number of years they reproduce.
A 70kg ewe rearing 90kg worth of lamb is no good if she
is dry, wet dry, or dead the following year.
A combination of SIL recording and DNA snp chips will
play a huge part in the success of our animal breeding
in the future. This is why the Genomics team at Invermay
must not move to Lincoln as we may lose up to 80% of
them and the service we get in Otago/Southland/South
Canterbury will be significantly poorer. Progress will
be jeopardised and this again will cost sheep farmer’s
potential profits.
The value of fully recorded quality animals is priceless. To
start from scratch would take you well over five years to
start getting meaningful data back, and then once you
do, you will only want to keep 20% of them. The only
way I believe you can make significant genetic progress,

increase numbers and keep a high standard is to buy
quality recorded ewes, or transfer embryos from the
best ewes you can. The purchase of the recorded Tan Bar
Romneys and Rom/Texels two years ago have proven
an excellent move. This year we are undertaking a major
ET program with our top Suftex ewes, which represent
the top 10% in NZ. Eggs are fertilised from our top Suftex
rams, then implanted into 200 commercial station ewes.
We hope to have an extra 100 top class rams for sale in
2015. The demand for our Suftex continues to grow, and
we intend to deliver the best genetics in NZ, not just
numbers.
“Breeding is all about compromise”, fellow breeder
Stewart Morton told me when I started, and I have
found that to be true. If we wanted to go for maximum
genetic progress, we would compromise structure. If we
selected for the perfect structure, colour, shape and type,
we would compromise true genetic performance.
“The perfect ram is he who throws the perfect progeny.”
This has never happened, and will never happen,
especially in a maternal sheep.
Hybrid vigour is real. I would give it an extra 10% boost
in performance. A breeder who continually first crosses
sheep, ie Texel over Romney, Suffolk over Texel, will
capture the full benefit of hybrid vigour, so the resulting
progeny from this cross, will often perform below their
given BVs. This is why quality genetics going into a
crossbreeding program is so crucial. Because after the
hybrid effect has worn off, you need quality genetics left
behind, not just a sexy mix of breeds.
Meat quality traits maybe as simple as saleable meat
yield, pH, and contamination. Any meat traits important
for the customer must be measurable, and lambs
hitting the specs must be rewarded. We must be rid of
averaging our lambs. Via Scan is proving to be a sound
method of saleable meat yield predictions, although not
perfect. However it is fast, effective, and Alliance clients
have increased average yield from 51% to 53% over
the last five years. pH is more complicated to measure
but technology will get there. This will come down to
genetics and stress free management of stock to achieve
the desired level. Last of all contamination is a big issue.
Any lambs that go down the detain rail, are out of the
chilled markets. Their value is diminished. Going through
the Lornville AGL plant, some lines will have up to 30%
contaminated, but this is not reflected in the payment or
even on our killing sheets. Dag scoring goes a long way
to helping achieve a high standard in this area. We must
all strive to produce the highest quality beef and lamb
we can and we need our meat companies to make it
clear, what is required and pay accordingly.
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Angus
“To maximise returns to clients through high fertility, above average
indexes with increased carcase attributes.”

BREEDING OBJECTIVE:

Good season captures best
of maternal traits

Gains from yearling bulls
as sires too good to ignore

Ceri Lewis

Ceri Lewis

A great farming season in Western Southland this year provided
probably the best calving weather in the past ten years. It also
helped to keep calf losses at only 2% between pregnancy testing
and calf marking. This was particularly pleasing considering the
cows survived two weeks during the winter in a metre and a
half of snow. We were nervous that there could have been some
foetal losses but the cows have again showed us they are high
performance animals in a low-input production system.
Reproduction is the most important driver of profit in every beef
herd and it is comforting to know that the maternal genetics are
working for us. It is rare to have a summer where the cattle have
not been under a feed challenge of some sort and it was nice
to see calf growth rates respond accordingly. The first-calving
heifers were weaned in mid-February at 135 days and their calves
averaged 220 kgs, equating to 1.4kgLWG/day given a birth weight
of 30kg. We have always weaned the first-calving heifers early to
priority feed the heifers before the winter, and because it works so
well, we now wean all the cows early so we can priority feed the
calves and utilise the cows for pasture control.

Utilising yearling bulls as sires has been a part of the breeding
programme at Mount Linton since 2008. They are used over our
mixed-age cows as a back up to the AI program, they also service
the yearling heifers and any commercial cows that are on the easier
country mopping up feed at that time of year. We do this because our
programme is making genetic progress each year and so the yearling
bulls are genetically superior to their older siblings and the production
gains we can achieve from this are too good to ignore. There is a
perception in the industry that yearling bulls are too small to cover the
cows, but this is not the case as we prove every year with conception
rates in the mid ninety’s over a 42 day mating. A 420 kg bull will cover a
650 kg cow easily, I’m sure all of you will remember being a teenager!
We believe (and have been told by our semen testing team) that we
are the only Angus seed stock producers in New Zealand that semen
test our yearling bulls, and whilst there is considerable cost involved in
this we view it as an insurance policy for both ourselves and our clients.
Every year we throw out between 5-10% of bulls that fail their semen
tests that would otherwise be adversely affecting in-calf rates in herds
all over the country.

Exciting new initiatives for Marbled Beef
It is encouraging to see that over the last six months there have
been several new initiatives developed in the industry that reward
producers for the eating quality of their beef. I have been like a broken
record on this topic for some time now but it is becoming reality.
It is an inevitable move as elsewhere in the world, grain fed beef is
traded solely on its marble score; the higher the score the higher the
price, but the health benefits of grass fed over grain-fed beef is also
becoming widely recognised and is fuelling demand for a grass fed,
marbled beef product.
We have been taking a great interest in the premiums that are being
offered and are involved in some trial work with several of the processors
in trying to further develop this market. The profitability of a beef cow
herd and hill country farm would change significantly if it received $6/
kg for a finished Angus steer/ heifer with the right genetics. Even if the
breeder wasn’t able to finish these animals internally, there would be a

substantial premium for the store cattle within that supply chain.
This year we have ultrasound scanned all our finishing cattle with the
aim of correlating the scanning data to the marble score of the carcass.
We will have more information on this in the spring. There is also some
interesting trial data out that looked at the marbling effect of Fodder
Beet in animals that did not have a particularly strong genetic propensity
to marble. We planted 20 hectares of Fodder Beet in the spring and are
looking forward to doing some trial work of our own this winter with
animals that have a high propensity to marble. Watch this space.
This season we have AI’d as many of our cows as we could to the highest
marbling bull in the Angus industry and will have progeny on the ground
in September. Our own bred follow up yearling bulls were all in the top
10% of the breed for IMF. Whilst we have a strong focus on carcass quality
we are very mindful that the maternal traits are the number one driver
of our profitability and we are not compromising these.
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